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Introduction
Hemisphericity is a term used to describe
how the brain processes specific information.
It is cerebral dominance of an individual in
retaining and processing information while
learning and thinking. Two cerebral
hemispheres of the brain–right hemisphere,
and left hemisphere operate in some what
separate information processing systems. The
right cerebral hemisphere, which controls
the left side of body is called minor,
subordinate or mute because it can not
verbalise what it knows while the left
hemisphere in which speech is localized, is
called dominant, leading or major
hemisphere. Researches show that both the
hemispheres have specialized
complementary functions. The two
hemispheres of the human brain have
different functional organisation for
cognition. Examples of some left
hemispheric characteristics are : Verbal
Learning; Logical & Convergent Thinking ;
Academic Cognitive Processes. Examples of
some right hemispheric  characteristics are :
Affective, Intuitive, Spatial, Emotional,
Divergent Thinking; Visual Elements;
Kinesthetic; Tactile.

According to Torrance (1977), differences in
preference of  the two hemispheres for
information processing result in different
styles of learning and thinking. Thus, in the
present investigation, cerebral
hemisphericity preferences have been
explored in terms of learning and thinking
styles. Hebb (1953), Piaget (1968), and
Jenson (1969) have very ably argued that both
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hereditary and environmental factors are
important for the development of cognitive
abilities. Learning and thinking styles like
abilities are not hereditary. They are in large
part developed due to environmental
condition. In India there is a large number
of such adolescents who have to lead a life of
deprivation because of their socio-economic
status, education, sex, caste etc. As
deprivation is an environmental factor, does
it affects the learning and thinking styles and
ultimately hemisphericity preferences of
adolescents also ? The present study,
therefore, is an attempt to answer this
question.

Objectives of the Study
1. To study and compare the

hemisphericity preferences of deprived
and non-deprived adolescents as shown
by their learning styles.

2. To study and compare the
hemisphericity preferences of deprived
and non-deprived adolescents as shown
by their thinking styles.

Methodology
Researchers have used survey method for the
study of present problem. Sample for the
present study was selected through
multistage random sampling technique. At
the first stage, three districts of UP state –
Bareilly, Budaun and Pilibhit were selected
randomly out of eight districts of Rohilkhand
region. Then out of various schools/colleges
located in these three districts, sixty schools
were selected randomly, giving proper
representation to various types of schools and
locality affiliated to Uttar Pradesh Secondary
Education Board and Central Board of
Secondary Education. Out of these selected
schools respondents were selected. The
selection of respondents was done in two
phases. In the first phase, 1200 students, of
both the genders studying in class VIII, IX &
X were selected randomly, from the selected
schools. Deprivation Scale developed by Pal,
Misra & Pandey (1985) was administered and
206 deprived and 200 non-deprived subjects

were sorted out on the basis of M±1SD. These
students were contacted in their respective
schools and then administered the ‘Style of
Learning and Thinking’ test (SOLAT)
developed by D. Venkataraman (1994) in a
separate room. Deprivation scale consists of
seventy items measuring deprivation in the
five areas, viz., social, emotional, economic,
parental and educational. SOLAT consisted
of 100 items based upon accumulated
research findings concerning the specialized
functions of the left and right hemispheres
of brain. Concepts included, in learning styles
were verbal, content preference, class
preference, learning preference, interest and
in thinking styles were logical/fractional,
divergent/convergent, creative, problem
solving an imagination.

Results and Discussions
(A) Learning Styles
Table 1 presents the frequency and
percentage distribution of deprived and non-
deprived adolescents preferring right
hemisphericity, left hemisphericity and
integrated hemisphericity for overall learning
style alongwith its dimensions. Maximum
percentage of both, deprived and non-
deprived students show dominance of right
hemisphere for overall learning style
alongwith its dimensions, viz., content
preference, class preference, learning
preference and interest while for verbal
dimension they show the dominance of left
hemisphere.

So, it may be said that deprived as well as
non-deprived students learn best through
verbal explanation, and express their feelings
and thoughts in plain language, which are
specialized functions of left hemisphere
during ongoing verbal concept of learning
style. For rest of the concepts of learning style
they see things in holistic approach with
interest in soft science, prefer concrete and
experimental learning, may concentrate with
several things simultaneously and also show
interest in artistic, aesthetic and funny things.
Furthermore, a fairly good percentage of
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deprived adolescents used integrated
hemispheres of brain for verbal (34.47) and
content preference (33.01) concepts of
learning style meaning thereby that in
learning of verbal concept they like to
understand through verbal explanations, talk
and write as well as through movements of
action, visual presentation and music, dance
and poetry. Similarly, in case of content
preference deprived adolescents show
interest in soft sciences/hard sciences, like to
learn through basic concepts/specific facts
and like to write fiction/non-fiction.

t-values (4.77, 2.18, 3.00, 6.18) shown in table
2 for the differences in mean scores for right
hemisphericity preference of deprived and
non-deprived adolescents for overall learning
style alongwith its concepts, viz., verbal,
learning preference and interest, are
significant, which indicates that deprived and
non-deprived adolescents differ significantly
in regard to their right hemisphericity
preference for these learning styles. Mean
scores show that deprived adolescents have
poor dominance of right hemisphere
(M=9.49, 1.24, 2.58, 1.95) as compared to
non-deprived adolescents (M=11.20, 1.48,
2.99, 2.73) for above learning style. So it can
be said that deprived adolescents prefer less
right hemispheric functions during learning
through these particular styles than their
non-deprived counterparts.

TABLE 1 Percentages of deprived and non-deprived adolescents on hemisphericity preferences for learning style

Thus deprivation lessen one’s ability to use
right hemisphere for overall learning style
and its concepts–verbal, learning preference
and interest. On the basis of these findings
with regard to right hemispheric functions
it may be interpreted that deprived
adolescents, may be poor in understanding
verbal concept through action, talking, visual
aids, drawing pictures, dance, drama, poetry
and songs; may have poor concentration with
several things simultaneously, less
competitive and tolerance; and less efficient
to solve complex problems in an imaginative

way and also may have poor interest in
artistic, aesthetic and funny things as
compared to non-deprived adolescents.
Table 2 further reveals that there is a
significant difference in the dominance of left
hemisphere of deprived and non-deprived
adolescents for overall learning style and its
concepts, viz., verbal, content preference,
class preference and interest (t=2.54; P= 0.05
and 3.36, 3.70, 3.97, 3.31 at P = 0.01
respectively). The mean scores of deprived
adolescents are lower than the mean scores
of non-deprived adolescents on all above
cases except the interest concept of learning
style where mean score of deprived
adolescents is higher than non-deprived
adolescents. It reveals that except interest
concept of learning style, deprived
adolescents show less dominance of left
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hemisphere than non-deprived adolescents,
meaning thereby that deprived adolescents
show poor learning through verbal
explanation; have less interest in engineering
vocation, writing non-fiction, games and
sport; and reflect poor analytical, logical
functioning as compared to non-deprived
adolescents. In case of interest concept of
learning style, deprived adolescents have
more dominance of left hemisphere than the
non-deprived adolescents. On the basis of
this finding, it can be said that the
characteristics of deprived adolescents are–
they have interest in solving simple problem
and improve upon the existing ones; they
enjoy worldly affairs and knowing about the
activities of women more than that of non-
deprived adolescents.
In regard to dominance of integrated
hemispheres (whole brain) for overall

learning style and for its concepts, viz., verbal,
content preference, class preference, and
learning preference, t-values (3.71, 3.42, 3.10,
3.28 at 0.01 and 2.06 at 0.05 respectively)
infer that deprived and non-deprived
adolescents also differ significantly but in
opposite trend as found in case of right/left
hemisphere, where deprived adolescents
show poor dominance of right/left
hemisphere for overall learning style
alongwith its various concepts. Mean scores
show that deprived adolescents have more
dominance of integrated hemispheres (4.71,
1.24, 1.30, 0.80, 0.66) as compared to non-
deprived adolescents (3.25, 0.86, 0.88, 0.47,
0.45) for overall learning style alongwith its
above listed concepts. It may be interpreted
that deprived adolescents use right as well
left hemispheric functions simultaneously
more as compared to non-deprived

TABLE 2: Differences in the mean scores of deprived and non-deprived adolescents on hemisphericity preferences
for learning styles
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adolescents during ongoing cognitive tasks
with varied learning style. But it does not
mean that deprived adolescents are “whole
brained” in their tasks. Mean scores of
integrated hemisphericity is very low, which
indicate that deprived adolescents use
integrated hemisphericity in few tasks. This
may be due to the less developed
hemispheres either right or left of brain
caused of various deprivation in
environment, hence their both hemisphere
were not able to perform specialised functions
observed for each hemisphere, thus deprived
adolescents use both the right and left
hemispheres simultaneously for integrated
functions to perform few cognitive tasks.

(B) Thinking Styles
In table 3 frequency and percentage
distribution of hemisphericity preferences of
deprived and non-deprived adolescents for
thinking styles have been shown.
Observation of the table infers that maximum
percentage of both–deprived as well as non-
deprived adolescents, show dominance of
right hemisphere for overall thinking style
alongwith divergent/convergent, problem
solving, and imagination concepts of thinking

TABLE 3: Percentages of deprived and non-deprived adolescents on hemisphericity preferences for thinking styles

style. Thus, it can be said that deprived and
non-deprived adolescents mostly use
specialized functions of right hemisphere for
thinking such as–deductive learning,
independent thinking, stronger
determination and ambition, remembrance
over images, and ability to do experiments
for these thinking styles.

For creative concept, almost equal percentage
of deprived as well as non-deprived students
show either the dominance of left or of right
hemisphere. Both, deprived and non-
deprived, use the functions of right
hemisphere–creative thinking, intuitive,
judgement through feeling and experience
and the functions of left hemisphere –
intellectuality, logical approach in judgement
for creative concept of thinking style. In
regard to logical/fractional concept of
thinking style, comparatively more
percentage of deprived adolescents show
dominance of left hemisphere while right
hemisphere is dominant in more of the non-
deprived adolescents. Thus deprived
adolescents prefer the functions e.g.
fractional approach; recall names and
numerical figures; analysing speech and
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sounds while non-deprived adolescents
prefer holistic approach; recall faces, shapes
and figures; analysing tones for logical/
fractional concept of thinking style. Least
number of deprived and non-deprived
adolescents prefer integrated hemeshpericity
for thinking style. Furthermore, a fairly good
percentage of deprived adolescents uses
integrated hemispheres of brain for
imaginative (32.52%) and logical/fractional
(28.64%) thinking.

Table 4 reveals that both deprived and non-
deprived adolescents do not differ
significantly and hence, they reflect same
level of dominance of left hemisphere for
thinking style. The same results were found
in regard to whole brain preference. All t-
values, for the differences in means of whole
hemisphericity preference for overall

TABLE 4 :Differences in the mean scores of deprived and non-deprived adolescents on hemisphericity
preferences for thinking styles

thinking style as well as its concepts, are
insignificant. Thus both deprived and non-
deprived adolescents show same preference
of integrated form of both hemispheres for
thinking style along with its concept, though
mean scores of whole brain dominance seem
to be in favour of deprived adolescents.

t-values (5.44, 2.83, 4.76, 3.79 and 4.18; P =
0.01) indicate that there are significant
differences between right hemisphericity
preference of deprived and non-deprived
adolescents for overall thinking style
alongwith logical/fractional, divergent/
convergent, problem solving and
imagination concepts of thinking style. Mean
scores (11.32, 1.97, 2.61, 2.60, 2.31) of non-
deprived adolescents on right hemisphericity
preference for thinking style alongwith its
concepts are higher than the mean scores
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(8.89, 1.62, 2.00, 2.11, 1.72) of deprived
adolescents. Thus deprived subjects have
weaker dominance of right hemisphere for
thinking style as compared to non-deprived
subjects.

Thus  deprivation again lessens one’s ability
to use right hemisphere  for thinking style as
similar to learning style. This finding can be
interpreted as, due to various type of
deficiencies present in the environment of
deprived adolescents, they may be poor in
recalling faces, shapes, figure and tonal voice;
independent thinking, deductive learning,
find direction in strange surroundings;
determination, ambition and optimistic view;
imagination capacity, haptic and tactile
perception as compared to non-deprived
adolescents.

t-value 5.86; P=0.01 for the difference in
mean scores for right hemisphericity
preferences of deprived and non-deprived
adolescents for overall style of learning and
thinking is in favour of non-deprived
adolescents (M=22.52), it can be said that
deprived adolescents (M=18.37) prefer right
hemispheric functions lesser in learning and
thinking than their non-deprived
counterparts.

There is also a significant difference in left
hemisphericity preference for overall style of
learning and thinking of deprived and non-
deprived adolescents at 0.05 level of
confidence (t=2.13). Here again deprived
adolescents (M=15.06) have significantly less
dominance of left hemisphere for learning
and thinking styles than non-deprived

TABLE 5 :Differences in the mean scores of deprived and non-deprived adolescents on hemisphericity preferences for
overall style of learning and thinking

adolescents (M=16.27).
Deprived and non-deprived adolescents also
have a significant difference in the scores of
whole brain dominance for overall style of
learning and thinking at 0.01 level of
confidence (t=2.80). But, here the direction
is opposite. Mean values (8.56, 6.47) indicate
that deprived adolescents use integrated form
of both the hemispheres more as compared
to non-deprived adolescents with regard to
overall style of learning and thinking. It can
be concluded from the above discussion,
that non-deprived adolescents seem to prefer
specialised functions of single hemisphere
either right or left, while deprived
adolescents are comparatively less specific in
using single hemisphere for information
processing procedures as compared to non-
deprived adolescents. It may be interpreted

that deprived adolescents use right as well as
left hemispheric functions simultaneously
more as compared to non-deprived
adolescents for few thinking acts because of
poor development of cerebral hemispheres
due to deprivation.

Major Findings
The findings are summarised in brief as
follows –
1. Maximum percentage of both deprived

and non-deprived adolescents show
dominance of right hemisphere for
overall learning style and for its
dimensions, viz., content preference,
class preference, learning preference
and interest while for verbal dimension
they show the dominance of left
hemisphere. Furthermore, a fairly good
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percentage of deprived adolescents used
integrated hemispheres of brain for
verbal and content preference concepts
of learning style.

2. On right hemisphericity preference for
learning style the hypothesis is accepted
for content preference and class
preference learning styles and rejected
for overall learning style along with its
concepts, viz., verbal , learning
preference and interest, where deprived
adolescents show poor dominance of
right hemisphere as compared to non-
deprived adolescents.

3. For left hemisphericity preference the
hypothesis is almost rejected with
exception on learning preference.
Deprived adolescents have poor
dominance of left hemisphere than that
of non-deprived adolescents for overall
learning style along with its concepts,
viz., verbal, content preference and class
preference except interest concept.

4. Again the hypothesis is almost rejected
for integrated hemisphericity preference
with exception of interest concept of
learning style. Deprived adolescents
have more dominance of integrated
hemispheres for learning styles than the
non-deprived adolescents.

5. Maximum percentage of both–deprived
and non-deprived adolescents, show
dominance of right hemisphere for
overall thinking style along with
divergent/convergent, problem solving
and imagination concepts of thinking
style. For creative concept almost equal
percentage of deprived as well as non-
deprived students show either the
dominance of left or right hemisphere.
In regard to logical/fractional concept of
thinking style, comparatively more
percentage of deprived adolescents
show dominance of left hemisphere
while right hemisphere is dominant in
more of the non-deprived adolescents.
Furthermore, a fairly good percentage
of deprived adolescents uses integrated
hemispheres of brain for imaginative

and logical/fractional thinking.
6. The null hypothesis in regard to right

hemisphericity preferences for thinking
styles is almost rejected with exception
of creative concept of thinking style.
Deprived subjects have weaker
dominance of right hemisphere in all
such cases.

7. Hypothesis in regard to left and
integrated hemisphericity preferences
for thinking styles is accepted. It shows
that deprived and non-deprived
adolescents reflect same level of
dominance of left hemisphere  and
integrated hemispheres for overall
thinking style along with its concepts.

8. Null hypothesis in regard to
hemisphericity preferences (R/L/W) for
overall style of learning and thinking is
rejected. Deprived adolescents have less
dominance of right/left hemisphere for
learning and thinking style than non-
deprived adolescents where as in case
of whole brain dominance , deprived
adolescents use integrated form of both
hemispheres more as compared to non-
deprived adolescents.

Educational Implications and Recommendation
In this section an attempt has been made to
derive educational implications based on the
findings of this study. It was found in the
study that deprived adolescents show poor
dominance of right hemisphere for learning
style as compared to non-deprived
adolescents. In view of this finding
investigators suggest that the deprived
adolescents should be facilitated to improve
understanding of verbal concept through
action, talking, visual aids, drawing pictures,
dance, drama, poetry and songs ; and try to
concentrate on several things simultaneously;
and should take participation in competitions
and also create interest in artistic, aesthetic
and funny things.

The present study exhibits that deprived
adolescents have poor dominance of left
hemisphere as compared with non-deprived
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adolescents for overall learning style along
with its concepts, viz., verbal, content
preference and class preference except
interest concept. So this study suggests that
schools, teachers, parents and guardians must
take proper care and efforts so that deprived
adolescents may try to learn through verbal
explanation, create interest in hard sciences,
non-fiction, games and sports and try to
improve analytical, logical functioning.
Finding also reveals that deprived
adolescents have more dominance of
integrated hemispheres for learning style
than non-deprived adolescents. But it doesn’t
mean that deprived adolescents are “whole
brained” in their tasks, they used integrated
hemisphericity in few tasks, due to less
developed cerebral hemispheres (R/L) caused
by various deprivation in environment. So,
parents and teachers should make effort to
reduce deprivation and used strategies to
activate right / left cerebral hemispheres of
deprived adolescents.

Study reveals that deprivation also lessens
one’s ability to use right hemisphere for
thinking style as similar to learning style.
Thus, parents and teachers must compensate
of deficiencies present in the environment
of deprived adolescents, so that they may
improve in recalling faces, shapes, figures
and tonal voice, and independent thinking,
deductive learning, determination, ambition
and imagination capacity, and haptic and
tactile perception.

Both, deprived and non-deprived adolescents
reflect the dominance of right hemisphere
during learning and thinking acts. So there
is urgent need to activate left cerebral
hemisphere of adolescents. The study also
found that non-deprived adolescents seem
to prefer specialized functions of single
hemisphere of brain either right or left, while
deprived adolescents are comparatively less
specific in using single hemisphere for
information processing procedures in regard
to learning and thinking as compared to non-
deprived adolescents. Thus teachers should

use those teaching strategies which not only
activate right cerebral hemisphere of
deprived adolescents but also left cerebral
hemisphere for the activation of integrated
hemispheres (whole brain).
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